
133 Molesworth Street 
PO Box 5013 

Wellington 6140 
New Zealand 

T+64 4 496 2000 

“1. the expected timeframes for the disestablishment or phasing out of the requirement for 
New Zealand citizens to obtain a pre-departure tests prior to reentering New Zealand 
following international travel; and 

2. public health advice relied upon or relating to the decision to maintain this entry
requirement currently, particularly in light of the prevalence of COVID-19 in the community
in New Zealand.

On 22 June 2022 the Ministry emailed you to advise of the decision in response to your request. 
Four documents have been identified within scope of your request. Please note excerpts of 
Documents one to four have been released in accordance with section 16(1)(e) of the Act, with 
information deemed out of scope of your request excluded. I have considered the countervailing 
public interest in release in making this decision and consider that it does not outweigh the need 
to withhold at this time. 

From 11:59pm Monday 20 June 2022 travellers to New Zealand no longer need a COVID-19 
pre-departure test. 

I trust this information fulfils your request. Under section 28(3) of the Act, you have the right to 
ask the Ombudsman to review any decisions made under this request. The Ombudsman may 
be contacted by email at: info@ombudsman.parliament.nz or by calling 0800 802 602. 

Please note that this response, with your personal details removed, may be published on the 
Ministry website at: www.health.govt.nz/about-ministry/information-releases/responses-official-
information-act-requests.  

Nāku noa, nā 

Maree Roberts  
Deputy Director-General  
System Strategy and Policy 

8 July 2022

 

By email:     
Ref:  H202205713 

Tēnā koe 

Response to your request for official information 

Thank you for your request under the Official Information Act 1982 (the Act) to the Ministry of 
Health (the Ministry) on 27 April 2022 for information about: 

s 9(2)(a)

s 9(2)(a)

s 9(2)(a)

MANATU 
HAUORA 
lo,I I' IJQYOf IUAJ.nl 

-

mailto:info@ombudsman.parliament.nz
http://www.health.govt.nz/about-ministry/information-releases/responses-official-information-act-requests
http://www.health.govt.nz/about-ministry/information-releases/responses-official-information-act-requests
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Appendix 1: Documents for release 

# Date Title Decision on release 

1 14 January 2022 Memo: Health rationale for DPMC’s 
paper on ‘Reconnecting New 
Zealanders: Omicron update’ 

Excerpts provided under 
section 16(1)(e) of the Act 

2 4 February 2022 Briefing: Requirements for the 
medium-risk pathway (HR20220130) 

3 13 April 2022 Email correspondence: FW: ODPH 
PDT preference 

4 14 April 2022 Memo: Review of the testing regime 
for air arrivals 



Excerpts from Memo: Health Rationale for DPMC’s paper on ‘Reconnecting New 
Zealanders: Omicron update’. 

Proposed changes to pre-departure testing requirement 

15. As a result of the rapid spread of Omicron in many countries - and the impact of this
on the availability of COVID-19 testing - there is a need to adjust pre-departure
testing requirements for travellers to New Zealand.

16. Currently, the standard pre-departure testing requirement of a traveller undertaking a
PCR test within 48 hours of beginning their journey to New Zealand only applies to
around 80 jurisdictions where it is generally feasible for travellers to comply with
those requirements. In addition, there are:

a. 105 jurisdictions which are exempt from the standard requirement, and
subject to an alternative testing condition of a RAT or LAMP test within 24
hours of the traveller beginning their journey to New Zealand

b. 21 jurisdictions from which travellers are entirely exempt from the
requirement.

17. There is a consensus among key agencies (including DPMC, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Ministry of Transport, the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Enterprise, and New Zealand Customs) that the current arrangements are not
workable in the medium to longer term due to the fluid situation in many jurisdictions.
A more durable approach is required, which retains the benefit of pre-departure
testing in reducing cases at the border, but does not require frequent reassessment
of the feasibility of different testing options in jurisdictions around the world.

18. DPMC is recommending in a paper to the RNZ Ministers' Group on 17 January 2022
that a   consistent set of requirements should apply to travellers from all jurisdictions,
except for a group of 21 jurisdictions which are currently exempt from PDT
requirements. In effect, this would mean that like the 105 jurisdictions exempt,
subject to alternative testing requirements, almost all travellers to New Zealand
would be required to undertake either a PCR test within 48 hours of departure, a
supervised RAT within 24 hours of departure or a supervised LAMP within 24 hours
of departure.

19. It is recommended that you support the DPMC proposal

I recommend that you: 

d. Agree to DPMC's proposal that all travellers to New Zealand be required to  
undertake either a PCR test within 48 hours of departure, a supervised RAT within 24 
hours of departure, or a supervised LAMP within 24 hours of departure.
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Excerpts from: Briefing: Requirements for the medium-risk pathway 

Summary 

3. The Cabinet Social Wellbeing Committee (with power to act) agreed the broad
settings for the medium risk pathway on 24 November [SWC-21-MIN-0200 refers],
which were:

a. a negative pre-departure test within 72 hours prior to boarding.

4. The Ministry of Health (the Ministry) has reviewed the medium-risk pathway settings
against operational changes required to respond to Omicron in the community, and
recommends several changes to pre-departure testing and self-isolation
requirements:

a. pre-departure testing requirements for travellers entering both the medium
and high-risk pathways from all countries (except Very High Risk countries)
must provide evidence of:

i. a negative RAT or LAMP test (completed within 24 hours prior to
boarding) or

ii. a negative PCR test (completed within 48 hours prior to boarding).

Recommendations: 

c. Agree that pre-departure testing (PDT) requirements for travellers are 
updated to allow evidence of a negative RAT or LAMP test (within 24 
hours of departure) or a negative PCR-PDT (within 48 hours of departure) 
for travellers entering both the medium and high-risk pathways (except 
travellers from very High Risk jurisdictions).

d. Note that the PDT changes will not apply to travellers who are currently 
exempt from PDT requirements, for example travellers from countries 
covered by the exemption notice in force under clause 27 A of the 
COVID-19 Public Health Response (Air Border) Order 2021.

Context 

Measures for the medium-risk pathway 

1. A suite of measures for the medium-risk pathway have been recommended to
mitigate the spread of COVID-19 into the community as we begin to open our border.
These measures and the public health rationale include:

Measure Public health rationale 
Pre-
departure 
testing 
(PDT) 

PDT aims to keep as much of the risk offshore as possible. It also aims to 
reduce the possibility of inflight transmission, even in a situation where the risk 
onshore may present a greater risk.  
Keeping the risk offshore to the extent possible, and in a way that is 
proportionate, allows us to preserve our limited resources, especially in the 
event of widespread COVID-19 in the community. A Ministry review of PDT in 
early 2021, showed that it can reduce the burden of case arrivals at the 
border, in a global context where the prevalence of COVID-19 is rapidly 
increasing.  
PDT is the first opportunity to screen travellers for COVID-19. Use of a PCR 
test (within 48 hours of departure) or a RAT or LAMP test (within 24 hours of 
departure) are acceptable for PDT purposes. 
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Pre-departure testing 

13. Prior to the emergence of Omicron, a PCR, RAT or LAMP within 72 hours was an
acceptable form of PDT for travellers from most countries.

Current pre-departure testing requirements 

14. On 4 January 2022, due to the emergence of Omicron, the Acting Minister for
COVID-19 Response agreed to tighten PDT requirements by limiting the type and
time in which a test had to be taken. This means that currently all travellers arriving in
New Zealand must have a negative PCR PDT within 48 hours of their scheduled
departure of their first international flights.

15. However, there are 105 jurisdictions where obtaining a PCR test may be difficult or
not possible. As such, an exemption was created for this group of jurisdictions to
allow travellers to provide evidence of a supervised negative rapid antigen test (RAT)
or a supervised loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) test taken within 24
hours of departure. An exemption was also created for 21 low-risk jurisdictions where
testing capacity is limited.

16. These PDT settings are not feasible in the medium-to-longer-term due to the fluid
COVID-19 situation in many jurisdictions as Omicron cases rapidly increase.

17. To meet New Zealand's PDT standards, all tests (including self-administered or at-
home tests) must be processed by a laboratory recognised in the country of origin as
authorised or accredited to conduct tests.

18. I therefore recommend a more durable and pragmatic approach to PDT and
managing the risk offshore. This approach retains the benefit of PDT in reducing
cases at the border but does not require frequent reassessment of the feasibility of
different testing options in jurisdictions around the world.

19. There are several key components that determine the effectiveness of COVID-19
testing, including sensitivity and timeliness.

a. PCR tests are performed in a laboratory more sensitive than a RAT or LAMP,
particularly early in the course of infection, however, the typically longer
turnaround times means that it cannot be done close to the time of departure.
With regards to PDT, this creates a longer period that the person could be
exposed to COVID-19 after they've taken the test but before boarding the plane.
PCR testing will also require many travellers to interact with symptomatic cases
and contacts who are lining up in the same area to get a diagnostic PCR,
depending on the country of departure.

b. RATs are less sensitive than a PCR or LAMP but can be conducted much closer
to the time of departure, creating a much smaller window where people could be
infected after having taken their test. Travellers taking RAT tests may be less
likely to come into contact with symptomatic cases when getting tested.

c. LAMP tests can be performed in a laboratory or at point of care. It is also less
sensitive than a PCR but has the advantages of being more sensitive than a RAT
while still being able to be performed rapidly.
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20. I therefore recommend that PDT requirements for travellers from all countries are updated
to allow evidence of a negative:

a. RAT or LAMP test (completed within 24 hours of departure) or
b. PCR test (completed within 48 hours of departure).

21. As shown below, there will be varying PDT requirements across all pathways:

22. The timing of these updates should be aligned with the commencement of Step 1 of RNZ
from 11 :59pm on 27 February 2022. Exemptions from PDT requirements for travellers from
some countries (for example, relevant low-risk Pacific countries listed as Group 1 countries),
would remain in place. However, the exemption notice will be revised to reflect that some
Pacific countries are now no longer considered low-risk.

23. Expanding PDT options also provides more certainty that travellers will be reasonably able to
meet New Zealand's requirements. There have been reports of global testing shortages of
both PCR and RATs. Providing additional PDT options for travellers also ensure that there is a
higher likelihood that travellers will be able to access a suitable testing option as supplies
fluctuate or testing modes available in their location.

Appendix 1: Requirements for the <medium Risk Pathways 
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!low-risk (isolation or : 
!quarantine-free) travel ! 
!Pathway i 

Either: 

[Medium-risk (self- : 

!_ i5.<>l .c1t i~ 11_) . p c1t.h."'." ~y_j 

=.E.i.t~.e.~j 

!• PCR test with in 48 hours : 
of departure 

!,,, • supervised RAT with in 
24 hours of departure 

!• supervised LAMP within 

: ......... 2.1.~().lJ ~ . ()f . ~.e.P.~ r_tlJr.E! '. ... . 

Pre-departure- testing 

• PCR test within 48 hours of departure, or 
• supervised RAT within 24 hours of departure, or 
• supervised LAMP within 24 hours of departure. 

:·i-ri9ti:·.:isk·cniaiia·9eci···········, 
! isolation and quarantine) ! 
iDathwav ' 

PcR ·iei1£•1ii"ii-ifr,·48 i:1oi.irs·· 
of departure 

supervised RAT with in 24 
hours of departure 

:• supervised LAMP within 

i ........ ~j .. ~().U.~.()·~·~·e.P.~r.tu.r.e.• .... . 
:·F;.c,-m·a·veiy:H,9fi:R,sk1 
:_jurisdiction: .................... .: 

• PCR test within 48 hours 
of departure from a 
government of origin 

....... ~ppr.°.v.e.~ .. 1.a. ~<'.l.r ~t<'.l. ry ..... 



Excerpts from: Email correspondence RE: ODPH PDT preference 
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From: Richard Jai:ne <Richard.Jai'le@heafth.govt.nz> 
sent: Wednesaay, 13 Apnl 2022 5:03 pm 
To: Sam Robe.rts <Samantha.Roberts@h-eahh.govt.n?>; PHP-Offke of the Oi:rector of PtJb1ic Health <PHP· 
Office.of.the.Director.of .Public.Heafth@M a1th.govt.nz> 
cc: Maria cotter <Maria.cotter@health.govt.nz> 
sub;ect: RE: ODPH PDT preference 

Kia ora Sam, 

We have discussed in ODPH about this and provide the following comments (others in ODPH may wis!'I t o correct or 
elaborate): 

1. Remo\'e POT requirements for afJ general pas.sellgers and crew 
our preferred option. Based on a number of faaors inducing 

Travel times to NZ-e.g.. if testing 4.thrs prior to t ravel and then travel takes 24+hrs then even if they 
were positive at the time of POT, infectiousness mayweH be waning by the t ime they arrive in NZ 
IS not a proponionaJ response to any potential benefit provided to HZ. 
We note that most count ries we compare ourselves to have either removed already or signalled they 
will remove POT soon (Austrafia, sincapore, canada, UK, Denmark) 
People should be advised not to travel if symptomatic 

other points already noted in the draft paper 
2. Remove POT re,qui-ements for air crew only 

No pubfic health rationale to remove from this group, but not ot!'le.r group-s 
3. Remove POT re,qui-ements for general passengers from Austral ia and the Pacific I sf ands 

May have some pubfic health rationale doe to short.er transit times aoo shorter visit times, but (as outlined 
in the paper) would be very difficult operationalJy. 

4 . Status quo 

This is on the basis that there is very good advice/commut.cations to tra,..elters/ arriva!s if they become symptomatic 
to isolate and phone heatthfine for a<Mce on testing (which woutd preferably be a PCR t est to aOow WGS). 

I hope th ;it he lpi. 

Chff:rs, 
Richard 



Excerpts from: Memo: Review of the testing regime for air arrivals 

Current testing regime for arrivals 

12. The current testing regime for arrivals, which includes asymptomatic pre-departure
and post-arrival testing, was implemented when we moved to the testing on arrival
pathway, which no longer required arrivals to self-isolate. The purpose of this regime
was to:
a. prevent people with active infection from boarding a flight and inadvertently

infecting other travellers (who may go on to infect others in New Zealand and to
'slow the flow' of cases into the New Zealand community.

b. identify any 'overseas' or 'inflight' infected cases early; undertake PCR testing on
positive RAT tests to contribute to whole genome sequencing (WGS) and early
identification of new variants.

13. As shown in Appendix A: International Comparison Table-Border -Settings,
many jurisdictions still require pre-departure testing (PDT) and forms of post-
arrival testing. However, like us, other jurisdictions are also in the process of
easing their border settings.

a. Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom have recently removed pre-
departure testing requirements (this is not reflected in the table) and some
jurisdictions provide the option of obtaining either a 'recovery pass' or PDT.

b. The United Kingdom and the United States have removed post-arrival testing
for fully vaccinated arrivals, while others, such as Canada, France and
Germany have varying forms of randomised arrival testing.
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Pre•departu.-. testinQ 

Quarantine-free N/A 
pathway 

Testing on arrival PCR test administered no more 
than 48 hours before the scheduled 

pathway 
departure of first international 
flight to New Zealand, or 

{also applies to the 
Supervised RAT or supervised Self-Isolation 

pathway which is not LAMP 24 hours before the 

currently in use) scheduled departure of first 
international flight to New Zealand 

MIQ pathway 
PCR test administered no more 
than 48 hours before the scheduled 

{c.u11~11lly 011ly dtl iVt! departure of first international 
in a voluntary flight to New Zealand, or 
capacity) 

supervised RAT or supervised 
LAMP 24 hours before the 
stheduled departure of firSt 
international flight to New Zealand 

I Post•arrival testinQ 

Not required, but voluntarily• 
reported RATs {community 
sourced) can be linked to border 
event records to monitor 
infections in recent arrivals. 

Self-administered day 0/1 and 
day S/6 RAT 

If a RAT is positive, then a follow-
up PCR is required at a GP or 
Community Testing Centre 

A pr--o t1 

PCR samples'iire retained for N 
several weeks, and may be Whole se_ <-t.11 ;.\c-el 

.,,__/-
,le.. 

1/,.. "({_ 

(';poomir <;Pf111PnrP<i (WC,<;) to ()..::, I 
identify new variants o ('.=' !Jo i, 

Jurlle' \ 

Day 0/1 and day 5/6 RAT test 



c. During an officials' call this week, Singapore indicated that it was likely to
remove PDT requirements this month but retain vaccination requirements.

Pre-departure testing 
Original purpose of pre-departure testing 

14. Pre-departure testing (PDT) was originally implemented in late-2020 and early 2021
when all arrivals were required to enter MIQF for 14 days and undergo PCR testing.
At that time, the benefits of keeping active cases out of New Zealand were extremely
high: transmission of cases through MIQF and border workers was a major concern
and detection of a single case in the community may have triggered regional
lockdowns.

15. The number of cases were increasing internationally, and we were seeing an
increased burden of cases in our MIQFs. An increased number of cases in MIQFs
meant that there was an increased risk of in-facility transmission as well as infection
of border workers - pre departure testing helped mitigate that risk by decreasing the
number of infected travellers coming into New Zealand.

16. The rationale from moving away from the elimination strategy included that we had
ongoing community transmission, high vaccination rates, and that SARS-CoV-2 has
evolved to become more infectious. For example, Omicron is estimated to have
entered New Zealand unobserved on no less than 15 separate occasions in
December 2021 and January 2022.
[source: ESR genomics reports]. Previous incursions were in the single digits and
were all identified by contact tracing and epidemiological linkage. PDT and MIQ have
therefore become a much less effective barrier to COVID-19 reaching the New
Zealand community.

Pre-departure testing has high costs 
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17. There are both economic and social costs associated with the requirement to have a PDT. 
Economic costs are borne by travellers who may have to make alternative accommodation 
and flight arrangements with as little as 24 hoers· notice if a PDT is positive. Economic costs 
also fall on the air sector and wider tourism industry as demand for travel to New Zealand is 
likely to be supressed by a requirement that does not apply in an increasing number of other 
jurisdictions and introduces significant uncerta.nty to peoples' travel plans. The social costs of i,.-.0-.,-.t• 
the requirement will likely include people missing weddings, funerals, and other significant / ~ 

events at short notice as a consequence of a positive PDT. ,e:•.,li,t .( 
Pre-departure testing limits the rights New Zealand Citizens have under the Bill of Rights Act ·, •-:J;,~ 
18. Requiring New Zealand citizens to undertake a PDT limits the rights they have to refuse nol"''(; / 

medical treatment under the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act (1990) and preventing New IP ,,.v ~"1 
Zealand Citizens from travelling to New Zealand on basis of a positive PDT limits the right "'J"" ITT 
they have to enter the country. v1 ~ 

~vV\OV' 7 
----------------------------../\ ofW: 
Page 4 of 16 
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Out of Scope

19, For thes,e limitations to be justifi~, tht>re must continue to be a strong public heatth 
rationale for the requirement. This paper queries whether the changing internatioBal and 
domestic context along with the revised primal)' purpose of POT continue to provi<le this 
justification from a publk health perspective. 

Shi/ti'ng prima.ry purpose of pre-df'()orrvre resting 

20. As New Zealand has now moved from the elimination strategy to a minimisation and 
protectionn approach, the original pvrpose for POT oodined above no longer applies. No 
travellers to New Zealand are now subject to MIQ ,equirement:s. 

21. In the current context. POrs purpose is now 10 reduce the numbtt o f infe-ctt"d travellers 
boarding a ffight and infecting others ... passengers, aircrew, and people in the Ne\\! Zealand 
community. 

22. POT helps to identify cases prior to travel and results 1n fewer cases betng identifie-d aftet 
a11ival, but it does not prevent all cases crossing the bo<der Particvlarlywith Omicron's sho11 
incubation period, people clear the virus relatively quicldy so some cases dete-cted via a POT 
may not have beeo infectious by the time of intended travel, and some people detected 
posNlfrival m~y oot have been infectious at the time of the POT. 

Pre-departure testing ond new YOdotlts 

23. PDT may prevent some travellers infected with new va,i.,1,ts from bo:Hding fltghts to 
New Ze.aland, but not alt particularly if a new variant that emerges evades testing. 

24. Consideration needs to be given to Yttlether I.he imposition and cost of a POT ootw.-eighs any 
,eductions 1n travellers who may be infected with a new variant, whether it contributes 
signrficandy to our minimisation and protection approach and viflethe< it is still a 
propomollate response. 

25. 

26. 

Short•haut flights and vis.its and the volue of PDT 

27. POT has less value in detecting cases offshor,e foe individuals travelling on short visits and in 
minimising inflight transmission on short-ha:ul flights. Thts is because: 

a. the nsk of 1nflight transmisSK>n is greatest on klng-ha:ul flights,. while the risk on short
haul international flights, induding trans-Tasman flights and flights from the Sooth 
Pacific: i's considerably less. 

b. PDT for short~ visits (less than a week) may detect infection acquired in New 
Zeal.end prior to departu,e to the destination off-shoc'e (e.g. people atter\Cllng a one 
day mfftil\g in Aus.traha, or a long weekend or S day holiday). 

II 
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c. Additionally, we are very unlikely to detect a~ variant from our Pacific neighbours 
as their outbreaks ate malnty an e:xtension of out New Zealand ovtbrealc . 

( '-' '''1 11'-'.1 ,_~ 'fk"•7 -:f. There ore operotionof dif(iculries wirh pre·departure ttstUlg lo '(tfl.•ilM ,,;,,. • .,,, r., ,w< ~, 
, l~tl< r 

28, Tht> Avi:itton Coalition which includes the major New Zealand airpo<ts, and the soa,d of '4 )),IC..} 

Ai rime Representatives has advised us that around 30 to 50 passengers per fhght are turnrng 
up at Australian airpol'ts to travel to New ze:aland without an appropriate POT or with a result 
that is slightly outside of the permitted timeframe. We have also heard that as other 
junsdicbons are removing the need for a PDT, it is becoming more difficult in some 
jurisdictions for t,avellers to find a provi<ler to u1,dertake this service. v' 

29. There 1s difficulty in requiring PDT from only certain jurisdictions, tspecialty for hubs rud, as 
Austratia. Whilst mghts from the PadfK an<! Auslralia are of a similar time, Sydney and 
Meibovrne provide a <Ol'lnection hub for long•dtstance flights (LHR·SIN•SYO-AKL, or OUB· 
MEt ·AKt). This poses operational and communkation diffioolties gi~n I.hat somt tiaveltt>rs 
may have commenced their journey outside of Australia and may still bt subject to PDT 
requirement upon check..in, whilst others, commencing their Journey in Australia. would not. 

Options for the ongoing use of PDT 

30. We have identified four options for the ongoing use of POT; 

a. Option 1: Remove POT requirements for all general passengers and a ircrew• 
OOPH's prefefTed option: Under this option, POT requirements would cease 
completely. This is OOPH's preferred option as: 

1. PDT does not provide public he.Ith benefits that contribute significantly to our 
minimisation and l)(Otection app<oach and is no longer a proportionate response. 

1i. The length of travel time to New Zealand means that a ttawfltr tested 48 hrs prior 
to departvre, and then tr~Ued over 24 hours, rf lhey were positive at the trme of 
POT, infoctiouSl"Ml'SS may well be waning by the time they arrive in New Zealand, 

m. most countries we compare ourS<.>lves to haw either removed already or signalled 
they will ,e,nove PDT soon (Australia, Singapore. Canada, UK. Denmarl<) 

H<Ywever, ODPH advise that t<avellers should be advised not to travel ,f symptomatic:. 

If PDT requtrements are removed, it may be challenging to reimpose them if considered 
necessary in the fvtvre. H~r. the abifity to rf'impo~ the requirement will depend 
more oo the .availabitity of providers to undertake the service in other c.ountries 1'~n oo 
ou, domestic settings.. 

b. Optio n 2: Remove POT requirements for aircrew only: Under this option the 
requirement for airaew to undertake a POT every seven days would be removed. It 
would be up to the air1ines to impose their own survemancit ttstii,g to meet lheir 
operational requicements. This would re~ a significant point of contention for aircrew 
who are also subje<:t to 

i. testing reqvireme,ltS under the Required Te,sting Order 

i1. Arrival testing requirements in othe, jurisdictions, and 

iii, thit operational policies some airlines have of testing befOle the first fl ight of a 
route commences. 
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Removing the PDT requirement for aircrew would reflect that incidence' of COVID-19 
amongst aircrew is generally low due to the infection prevention controls they employ 
and that the risk of crew contracting COVID-1 9 on international layovers is now no 
greater than the risk of them contracting it in New Zealand. Under this option the 
requirement for general passengers to have a PDT would remain for the time being. 
However, ODPH do not consider that there is a public health rationale to remove the PDT 
requirement for crew, but not general passengers. 

c. Option 3: Remove PDT requirements for general passengers from Australia and 
Pacific Islands. ODPH has advised that the PDT requirement for arrivals from Australia 
and South Pacific nations could be eased as: 

i. most trans-Tasman flights and flights from South Pacific nations are relatively short 
(3-4 hours) which means there is a low likelihood of inflight transmission 

ii. New Zealand now shares a similar risk profile to many other countries with high 
rates of COVID-19 in the community 

iii. cases that would potentially be imported from Australia and the Pacific would 
make only a minor contribution to the number of our cases in the context of our 
current outbreak 

While this option may have some public health rationale due to shorter transit times and 

shorter visit times, it would be very difficult to operationalise. 

d. Option 4: Status quo. Under this option, the current PDT requirements would continue. 

:1. If some form of PDT remains, a further review of PDT could be undertaken when the 
Surveillance Strategy and New Variants Strategy are finalised. 

Recommendations 

I ·eoommend that you: 

1. Note that the :urrent test ng regime for arriv;1k, 'Nh rh in<h1dP<; .:i~ytmptom~tit Noted 

prE .. di2-parture and post-arrival testing, was implemented wnen f\.:ew Zealand 
mcved to the testin3 en ;iirrival pathwa>', which no lorger retquired arri·1als to 
~cF-ix,krtc 

i Note thte- orig inel public , e •lth nitione le.s for p r~-de parture end post•anival N o ted 

testin3 were as p~rts o: the elW'nination s:ra:egy :o prewmt cases horn 
tra·,elling to New Zealand (p'c-departurc tooting) and to cotch every co,e that 
d ie travel to New Zeal!nd (post-errival testing). 

3. Note the public ~calth ratioralc~ for pre departure ond post arrivol teot,ng are Noted 
now limited 10 pr'tVCr'lting intlight trilnsmission on inbound ain:·af: (pre 
deporture te)ting) and identifying cases so individuals can seek the 
appropriate treatrnent, the detecting new variants enteriog Ne"N Zealand early 
(post-arrival testing·,. 
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4. Note that Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom have recently removed 
pre-departure testing, and the United Kingdom and the United States have 
removed post-arrival testing for fully vaccinated arrivals, while others, such as 
Canada, France and Germany have varying forms of randomised arrival testing. 

Noted 

✓ 

Pre-departure Testing (PDT) 

5. Note that the Office of the Director of Public Health's (ODPH} preference is to Noted J 
remove all PDT requirements. 

6 Agree ~ f"' A.t fl/;,..' rfl>YI_) fo rt/J~iJle,i,( 0_ A/sµtf~l'r-- '· 

a) Option 1: Remove PDT requirements for all general passengers and 9 / No 
aircrew; or 

b) Option 2: Remove PDT requirements for aircrew only; or 

c) Option 3: Remove PDT requirements for general passengers from@tNo 
Australia and the Pacific Islands; or 

d) Option 4: Current PDT settings remain (PCR within 24 hours or a LAMP@No 
or RA Twithin 24 hours of first international departure (status quo). This 
option would be reviewed once the new variants plan and surveillance 
strategy are finalised. 




